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Abstract— This project described about the details of all 

chatting applications (ex: Facebook messengers, whatsapps 

ets…) with an innovative processing on chat screen for an 

user interfaces; by developing an animated, GIF (Graphic 

Interchange Format), MOV, formatted video likes (or) 

imagined wallpapers linking to already sourced application, 

we developed an wallpapered face image interactive to any 

users on any type of messengers, this wallpapers works with 

an expression to attract the other users who chats on your 

screen ; it includes 12 to 15 kb of compressed processing 

techniques helps the users to chats faster than any other 

application without needs more user data to downloads each 

formatted wallpaper demotions (Ex: like an hike wallpaper 

displaced each one within an usually). It’s an user interface 

so user can stopped an auto updating manually if they don’t 

needs, like an apps update in their mobile (Google store). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An innovative user interface developing ideas is an first 

motive. This project we elaborated Facebook, Whatsapp. 

Source data adding our source code by using (python) In the 

year of 1992 mobile phone are launched first with messaging 

and contact (calling) specialties after an year 2012 they 

launch an mobile with an name of smart phone with more 

application an user to reduce the time and fastening the 

conversation like (FB) after an year whatsapp is launched 

with more user interface. Now a days more no of apps are 

launched day by day but many no of users are in whatsapp 

and Facebook only because of time conservation and 

updations on app which attract the users to use more and more 

benefit. Our main ideas to developed more user by using a 

wallpaper faced emotion expression by way of (GIF) 

Animated (or) MOV formatted. User can use the chat screen 

by this way, to convey their messages to any one in their 

contact with their own images, like photos, (or) downloaded 

images in website by using a small dot at an images to display 

the message. Where they want to appear on others screen. 

These also have an option to review what’s viewed, 

automatically. 

II. APPLICATION DETAILS 

 Dotter line and point (max: 6 points) 

 Zigzag line (closing points) 

 Zoomalized (circles) 

 Font style (default mistral) 

 Bluster (effects) 

 Emoij with our photos react. 

III. ENCRYPTED DATA’S 

Language Support All Religional Language 

Colour VIBGYOR 

Size 9 pts to 12 pts 

Style WordPad styles 

Effects Animated Global Effects 

Table: 1 Encrypted Details about Applications 

IV. SETTING UP AN WALLPAPER ON CHAT SCREEN 

User can select any types of images lively or by downloading 

from websites and while setting up it will automatically 

compress to 12 to 15 kb. So users can easily views with in a 

second. This application has an interactive and a simpler chat 

screen which can be set to a wallpaper of user’s choice. This 

Wallpaper will appear on the chat screen of the person 

receiving the message. Wallpapers should be set for each 

contact separately. Example: moon and sun. 

 
Fig. 1: Moon & Sun Chat Screen Display 

V. ELABORATING AN EFFECTS (SETTINGS) 

Chat boxes can be set to appear in the place where we fix the 

dot. Example; centre point of the moon and sun. So the person 

receiving the message has a chat screen in which it appears as 

the moon and sun are talking. Similarly the person receiving 

the message can also select wallpaper which appears on the 

chat screen of the user at other end. 

 
Fig. 2: Sun & Moon with Chat Displayed 

 Similarly the person receiving the message can also 

select wallpaper which appears on the chat screen of the user 

at other end. The message pops up on the chat screen for a 

few seconds and it disappears. The message can be typed only 

on the chat screen. Animations can also be used to display 

messages. The older messages can be seen by sliding the 

screen left to right. 
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Fig. 3: Chat Screen & Visible Screen with Slider 

 
Fig. 4: Chat Screen & Visible Screen 

 New message can be read only on interactive chat 

screen. Once it is read it appears on the left screen. The time 

of the message, delivery status and read status appears only 

on the left screen. 

VI. REVISED USING PYTHON 

Each Message are received as same as an asusual messaging  

appication with transactional effects, animated motion 

graphical effects, without downloading any data’s manually 

and viewed to user’s attentively. Users can response 

immediately with more effects which are setup by their chat 

screen manually or default. Below is the Server side script 

that must be run at all times to keep the chatroom running 

# Python program to implement server side of chat room. 

import socket 

import select 

import sys 

from thread import * 

"""The first argument AF_INET is the address domain of the 

socket. This is used when we have an Internet Domain with 

any two hosts The second argument is the type of socket. 

SOCK_STREAM means that data or characters are read in 

a continuous flow.""" 

server = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, 

socket.SOCK_STREAM) 

server.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET, 

socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1) 

# checks whether sufficient arguments have been provided 

if len(sys.argv) != 3: 

print "Correct usage: script, IP address, port number" 

exit() 

# takes the first argument from command prompt as IP 

address 

IP_address = str(sys.argv[1]) 

# takes second argument from command prompt as port 

number 

Port = int(sys.argv[2]) 

""" 

binds the server to an entered IP address and at the 

specified port number. 

The client must be aware of these parameters 

""" 

server.bind((IP_address, Port)) 

""" 

listens for 100 active connections. This number can be 

increased as per convenience. 

""" 

server.listen(100) 

list_of_clients = [] 

def clientthread(conn, addr): 

# sends a message to the client whose user object is conn 

conn.send("Welcome to this chatroom!") 

while True: 

try: 

message = conn.recv(2048) 

if message: 

"""prints the message and address of the 

user who just sent the message on the server 

terminal""" 

print "<" + addr[0] + "> " + message 

# Calls broadcast function to send message to all 

message_to_send = "<" + addr[0] + "> " + message 

broadcast(message_to_send, conn) 

else: 

"""message may have no content if the connection 

is broken, in this case we remove the connection""" 

remove(conn) 

except: 

continue 

"""Using the below function, we broadcast the message to all 

clients who's object is not the same as the one sending 

the message """ 

def broadcast(message, connection): 

for clients in list_of_clients: 

if clients!=connection: 

try: 

clients.send(message) 

except: 

clients.close() 

# if the link is broken, we remove the client 

remove(clients) 

"""The following function simply removes the object 

from the list that was created at the beginning of 

the program""" 

def remove(connection): 

if connection in list_of_clients: 

list_of_clients.remove(connection) 

while True: 

"""Accepts a connection request and stores two parameters, 

conn which is a socket object for that user, and addr 

which contains the IP address of the client that just 

connected""" 

conn, addr = server.accept() 
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"""Maintains a list of clients for ease of broadcasting 

a message to all available people in the chatroom""" 

list_of_clients.append(conn) 

# prints the address of the user that just connected 

print addr[0] + " connected" 

# creates and individual thread for every user 

# that connects 

start_new_thread(clientthread,(conn,addr)) 

conn.close() 

server.close() 

 
Fig. 5: Sample Chat Screen after Coding on Python 

VII. ANALYZED CHATS 

Whiling chatting if you want to reviewed all viewed message 

by sliding left it shows fully, while an group chat you can 

double click on their name or number to viewed completely. 

If messages are continuously comes from the user; apps 

automatically stops notified sounding after viewed by the 

users it will turn sounding for an new messages all unread 

messages are counting on same chat screen with which 

wallpapers are set by an users after complete reading it will 

cleared users sending and pending are showing bottom of the 

chat screen. 

VIII. RESULT 

/* Both the server and client script can then be run from the 

Command prompt (in Windows) or from bash Terminal 

(Linux users) by simply typing "python chat_server.py “or 

"python client.py “. For example, */python chat_server.py 

192.168.55.13 8081 python client.py 192.168.55.13 8081, we 

resulted by comparing on facebook, whatsapp and fabulamur 

using python. It is compared by using DTM compare 

software. 

 
Fig. 6: Python Code Graphical Generation Data 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We concluded that their project is completely users interface 

with more attraction effects and maintains the users to 

concentrate without boring. 
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